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ARGOSY EDITOR DANS
F sculpture exhibit

On this page, to the left, one 
can see a photograph of B. B. 
Finchelester’e sculpture in 
mortar and clay, which he or 
she has entitled Dancing Nude. 
His work is among the col
lection of traditional sculptures 

display in the swimming 
pool at Mount Allison this 
week. In addition to this grace
ful piece of trash one can see, 
if one brings one’s goggles and 
swim fins, a number of other 
examples of monstrous gar- 
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Bristlebroom’s Mother on a 
Cow in Heat, and P. R- Preely- 
prince’s Dynamic Houseflies, 
which is made, interestingly 
enough, entirely out of bird 
seed.
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from outside theVisitors
university will be interested to 
see the carving of Swamp in 
Spring, by Ogden Gooseflesh, 
which is done in an exciting 
new medium, meringue. This 
remarkable artistic achieve
ment is available for purchase 
for only one dollar if one gets 
there quickly.
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there, folksies. ItSee you 
should be a real ‘gas’.

concert
series

SSK « *""on on ,he par'
O' « ‘e>cc?r^t”.°î !êÏÏMtyg^‘up,Proles~r Snog-woody said

best performers in the arts today. „(>e.iam will be that
The first performer to appear in ^ Diddley. Mr. 

famous classical musician B. (just call me Ho ) urn
Diddley calls himself an expe^^t^ 'delighted bv his fine new 

Mount Allison audiences should be delijntea^ ^ e guch
techniques as he makes his way r ' Mouth, Ray
fine and time proven classical great, a, Husn
Boss Man, I’m a Man, and Relatively recent addition to

While the electric J£t works by Mo-

B„ry „ =.r..in»y <"•« ~
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The

famed existentialist 
visit allison

A noted existentialist, Studley Fingley-Mumbley, is coming 
to Mount Allison to lSrture on the subject «**£*&£?

'themselves accordingly, remembering to dress in the raiment o 
the ^tinet?atfbe“is expected of everyone but re;

member do not conform. Sun glasses end other intellectu

accessories are optional.
Communists, misfits, and other campus

to

Commenting on
said, "Boy am I going to make them

of my new jumpin’ sound. a second perfor-

4th to 8th.neurotics welcome.


